Bargle the Infamous

Current Disguise
Known Appearance
Human, m, Mage; Rogue Wizard*
Lvl: 19, HP: 39, AL: CE, THAC0: 14
S: 10, I: 18, W: 11, D: 17, C: 12, Ch: 15
Spells: 5/5/5/5/5/3/3/3/1
Weapon Profs: Dagger, Longsword, Staff.
Languages: Bugbear, Goblin, Thyatian, Traladaran (common),
Non-Weapon Profs: Acting (14), Alchemy (15), Appraising (18), Etiquette (15),
Falconry* (11), Fast-talking (15), Information gathering (18), Local HistoryKarameikos (15), Looting (17), Observation (18), Read/write (19), Ride-Land-based
(14), Spellcraft (16), Survival-Forests (18).
*Bargle is a skilled falconer, and as such he has trained his birds to be incredibly
loyal to him. However his preferred “trick” with his birds, at least one of which is
usually nearby, is to cast Polymorph Other and letting the newly created, and
trained, creature do his bidding.
(The birds save with a -4 penalty against any spell Bargle casts at them).
Magic Items: Carried
Bracers of defense AC 2, dagger +2 (+3 vs. spell-casters), Hat of disguise, ring of
regeneration*, drums of panic, staff of wizardry, horn of blasting, scroll of
protection from magic.

Other Notes: In addition to the carried items, Bargle has obtained, and stolen, a
large number of magic items, as well as a significant amount of cash & gems. It is
rumored that he has a hidden lair from which he operates, maintains potions,
scrying devices, and the like. Bargle is a consummate survivor & maintains
information networks in most the major cities of the known world (Mystara) as
well as having contacts with many thieves’ guilds; possibly even with the “IronRing” slaving syndicate.
Spellbook: Bargle is a powerful mage, and has contacts and minions in many of
the halls of power, on both sides of the law, as such he has access to virtually any
spell (within the limits of individual DM’s).
Background:
Bargle the Infamous - Former Court Wizard of the Black Eagle Barony. Wanted for
uncountable heinous crimes against humans, hin (halflings), and others.
Whereabouts unknown. 500,000 Gold Royals alive, half if dead, Karameikos.
Born: AC 962 (apparent age 30). Hair: Light brown; long mustache and beard.
Eyes: Black. Height: 6'1". Lean; handsome and charming when it suits him; dresses
in colorful robes chosen deliberately to clash with or upstage other peoples'
outfits. Former Magist of the Black Eagle Barony in Karameikos. Bargle is called
"the Infamous" for the horrid deeds attributed to him. A lean, handsome man,
Bargle can be charming which it suits him. He loves the good life, and loves
making life bad for others. People whisper of dark magics and of secret,
dangerous experiments he performed on humans and hin provided by von
Hendriks. Bargle is known to possess a staff of wizardry, which enhances his
powers for evil, and it is believed that he has the knowledge & ability to re-charge
the staff.
In 1010 he deserted his master, looting the baronial treasury and teleporting far
away. There were reports that Bargle was involved in suppressing the uprising of
Jennite slaves in Esterhold in 1012, but little is known of his actions or
whereabouts throughout 1013. There have been rumors that he may have
returned to his old haunts in the Black Eagle Barony (now the Barony of Halag).

